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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a novel knowledge distillation based
framework for training universal source models. In our pro-
posed approach for automatic speech recognition (ASR), multi-
lingual source models are first trained using multiple language-
dependent resources before being used to initialize language
specific target models in low resource settings. For the pro-
posed source models to be effective in cross-lingual transfer
to novel target languages, the training framework encourages
the models to perform accurate universal phone classification
while ignoring any language-dependent characteristics present
in the training data set. These two goals are achieved by ap-
plying knowledge distillation to improve the models’ universal
phone classification performance along with a shuffling mech-
anism that alleviates any language specific dependencies that
might be learned. The benefits of this proposed technique are
demonstrated in several practical settings, where either large
amounts or only limited quantities of unbalanced multilingual
data resources are available for source model creation. Com-
pared to a conventional knowledge transfer learning method,
the proposed approaches achieve a relative WER reduction of
8-10% in streaming ASR settings for various low resource tar-
get languages.

Index Terms: speech recognition, transfer learning, knowledge
distillation, multi-lingual data, low-resource

1. Introduction
In ideal settings, a neural network based speech recognition
model is trained on large amounts of data that covers a wide
variety of acoustic conditions including pronunciation and di-
alect variations [1–3]. Unlike high resource languages like US
English or Japanese that have been actively been studied [4–7],
sufficient data resources for such training, does not exist in a
majority of other world languages and dialects [8–10]. Trans-
fer learning has recently attracted attention as a technique that
can help improve the performance of various machine learn-
ing tasks in such low resource settings [11–13]. Several vari-
ants of these transfer learning techniques have been proposed
for speech recognition and have shown to be useful for train-
ing ASR systems in low resource languages with insufficient
amounts of data [14–17].

In its basic idea, with cross-lingual knowledge transfer, an
ASR model trained on large amounts of language data in a
source domain, is used to first initialize model parameters of
a target model in new language. The target ASR model is then
adapted or fine-tuned, often in low resource ASR settings, us-
ing just the target language data. When only limited amounts
of training data are available in the target language, this kind

of cross-lingual transfer learning often provides significant per-
formance improvements while also helping cut the cost of data
collection in the target language [14, 15].

For effective cross-lingual transfer learning, while training
a source model we need to simultaneously achieve two compet-
ing goals: (a) increase the model’s ability to discriminate be-
tween sound classes (phonemes) of each language available to
train the source model, while at the same time, (b) discourage
the model from learning any language specifics present in the
source language data sets. In practice, language resources avail-
able to train such multilingual source models are also usually
very unbalanced. From a data size point of view, the amount
of data can range from dozens of hours to several thousands of
hours across various languages. The data can also be acousti-
cally very diverse. The success of cross-lingual transfer learn-
ing with such unbalanced multilingual resources is hence de-
pendent on how well a universal source model can be created
with respect to the above mentioned training objectives. In [15],
Yi et al. propose a language-adversarial transfer learning ap-
proach to alleviate any language dependent information from
being learned by a source model by adding language identifi-
cation layers to the model training. In this method, the source
model is adversarially trained to make it impossible to identify
the input language. The shared layers of the source model in
turn, are hence encouraged to learn more language invariant fea-
tures. With this technique, [15] demonstrates an improvement
on source model training using a small, balanced multilingual
data set.

The goal of our method is to improve cross-lingual trans-
fer learning in more practical situations, especially when much
larger, unbalanced multilingual data sets are available. On the
source model side, while we focus our approach on creating a
better model within the framework of transfer learning, as our
target model, we consider a computationally inexpensive and
low-latency streaming ASR system. We first propose a frame-
work to construct a multilingual source model that leverages
knowledge distillation to improve the phone classification capa-
bilities of the model in each language of the training set [18–23].
Within this framework, language-dependent teacher networks
are constructed with corresponding language data. A single
student network is then trained with soft labels derived from
the multiple language-dependent teachers. This student model
serves as the source model for subsequent transfer learning.
To train the source model effectively, we next introduce two
shuffling mechanisms which are applied on the input data of
the teacher networks and the language dependent layers of the
source model. These methods are used to discourage the source
network from learning any language dependent information as
we explicitly train the source model on mismatched language
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Figure 1: Schematic of the proposed transfer learning framework exploiting knowledge distillation (best viewed in color).

data. In the first of these methods, while training on a specific
language, mismatched data is derived from teacher networks
corresponding to other languages. In the second method, by
shuffling language-dependent layers of the source network, sub-
sequently language independent layers are presented with mis-
matched internal data representations during the training pro-
cess. In experiments with multilingual language data resources
containing ten languages (US English, UK English, AU En-
glish, Japanese, Korean, German, Spanish, Italian, French, and
Brazilian Portuguese), we show that our proposed technique
significantly improves performance especially under a condi-
tion where training data in the target language is very small.
The technique provides a significant relative improvement of
8-10% over conventional techniques in practical experimental
conditions with multilingual data.

2. Modeling Components
This section briefly reviews conventional transfer learning
methods and knowledge distillation techniques related to our
proposed framework.

2.1. Knowledge Transfer Learning

Conventional cross-lingual transfer learning [14, 15] corre-
sponds to a part of our proposed method and is illustrated on
the right side of Figure 1. In this case, a multilingual source
model is composed of several shared hidden layers followed by
multiple language dependent layers. Both these sets of layers
are jointly optimized using a multilingual training set. Unlike
our proposed method described in Section 3, the source model
is trained on hard targets without utilizing any teacher networks.
After training, the shared layers are treated as a universal fea-
ture transformation that works for other novel languages as
well. The shared layers are expected to exhibit language invari-
ance while being able to discriminate between various speech
sounds. In addition to these shared layers in the source model,
each language in the training data set has its own hidden lay-
ers and a softmax layer. The output labels of the softmax layer
correspond to language specific speech sounds (tied quinphone
states in our experiments).

Once a source model has been created, the shared language
independent parameters of the model are transferred to a tar-
get model and set as its initial parameters. The target model

is subsequently trained only on the target language data, which
is often available only in limited amounts. With this initial-
ization from the source model, the target model can hence be
better constructed, than training from scratch. The final goal in
this setting is hence to construct a better source model that ef-
fectively serves as an initial set of parameters for every target
language, without the need for any prior adjustments except the
direct copy of the parameters to the target model.

2.2. Knowledge Distillation

In our proposed framework, knowledge distillation is used to
enhance phoneme classification abilities for each language in
the source model. Knowledge distillation is a well-known tech-
nique used to mimic complicated teacher networks with a sim-
ple student network. Applying techniques based on knowl-
edge distillation to ASR have recently received considerable
attention in the community [18–26]. In the knowledge distil-
lation framework, instead of training models which have re-
duced computational requirements and improved latency per-
formances directly on hard targets in a single step, training is
performed in two separate steps. In the first step, complex
teacher neural network such as bidirectional LSTM, VGG [27] ,
and ResNet [28] models are initially trained using hard targets.
Student networks are then trained on the soft outputs of teachers
using a training criteria that minimizes the differences between
the student and teacher distributions as

L(θ) = −
∑

i

qi(x) log pi(x), (1)

where i is an index of context dependent phones, qi(x) is the
so-called soft label from the teacher network for input feature

x ∈ X̂ , which also works as a pseudo label. pi(x) is output
probability of the class from the student network. With soft
labels qi(x), competing classes will have small but non-zero
posterior probabilities for each training example.

Within this knowledge distillation framework, several tech-
niques have been proposed to create better student networks us-
ing multiple teacher networks [22,29]. These prior works focus
on how various teacher networks with different topologies, and
trained with the same data, can be effectively exploited. In con-
trast, our proposed method in this paper, focuses on using mul-
tiple language-dependent teachers with the same topology but
designed with different language data sets that are maximally
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dissimilar from each other. This topology is selected in order
to inject enhanced language-invariant classification abilities to
the shared layers of the source model as it is being trained for
cross-lingual transfer.

3. Proposed Framework
3.1. Training the source model as a student network

The proposed framework combined with knowledge distillation
is shown in Fig. 1. Unlike conventional transfer learning, the
source model is first trained as a student network, learning from
teacher networks corresponding to each language data. Simi-
lar to standard knowledge distillation training techniques, the
teacher models used in this step are independently trained on
hard targets of corresponding language data prior to being used
for training the student model. Given our final goal of creating
a light-weight, streaming universal source model that can be
used as initial parameters for any novel language, the teacher
networks we use are complex, offline but highly accurate, bidi-
rectional LSTM based models. In contrast the student model is
a much simpler network with fully connected layers.

3.2. Shuffling mechanisms

We next introduce two novel shuffling steps to discourage the
source network from learning any language specific constructs
during its training. As mentioned earlier, for each language in
the multilingual training set, we train language specific teacher
networks. We denote the language a particular teacher network
is trained on, as called the network’s L1 language. Other lan-
guages of the multilingual training pool are referred to as L2
languages of that network.

In a knowledge distillation framework, teacher networks
are traditionally only used to produce soft labels correspond-
ing to their L1 languages. These teacher networks can however
also process and produce cross-lingual soft labels for L2 lan-
guages in terms of its L1 language output set. In the first of our
shuffling methods, the input data processed by various teacher
networks is reordered in terms of languages, to produce such
cross-lingual labels. As illustrated in Fig.2-A, US English data
is input to Japanese teacher, as if the English data was Japanese.
Given that English is an L2 language for this network, cross-
lingual soft labels generated by the model are then used to up-
date the Japanese branch of the student source model. To do
this, the same English data is fed to the student source model
and used to update the Japanese branch of the network with the
corresponding soft labels generated from the Japanese teacher.
Given that the Japanese phonetic space does not fully cover the
English phonetic space, this kind of cross-lingual training for
the source model is difficult to achieve with conventional hard
targets, but possible with our proposed framework.

In the second shuffling mechanism, instead of reordering
data, the language dependent layers in the source student model
are replaced by copying weights across languages as shown
in Fig.2-B. Unlike the preceding shared layers, these language
dependent layers are likely to learn language specifics during
training. By reordering these layers, cross-lingual knowledge
from other languages is injected into various language specific
parts of the network. We hypothesize that these operations will
make the source model more robust to various language data in-
puts and alleviate language dependencies of the source model.
This kind of shuffling can also be thought of as some kind of
localized self-transfer learning, as sub-parts of the network are
initialized with various other parts of the same network.

Figure 2: Shuffling methods (best viewed in color).

Table 1: Data size for source model training
Source languate Size (hours)

US-English, UK-English, AU-English 5000, 630, 275
Japanese, Korean 1000, 800
French, German, Italian, Spanish 1850, 1150, 910, 790
Brazilian Portuguese 330

4. Experiments
4.1. Data

The efficacy of our proposed knowledge distillation based train-
ing is measured on a series of experiments using a collection of
in-house multilingual speech data sets, each sampled at 8kHz.
The various languages and the amount of data in each language
we use to train various models are listed in Table 1. Each
data set consist of speech from different kinds of realistic and
scripted settings, including telephone conversations, face-to-
face dialogues, lectures, command and control utterances, and
read speech. Parts of the speech corpora contain segments with
additive ambient noises such as babble and vehicle noise, some
contain room reverberation distortions, while others have cellu-
lar noise from mobile phone recordings. The noise range in all
these recordings is roughly between 5-30dB. In general, this is
a realistic, large-scale data set spanning several languages and
domains compared to other publicly available multilingual cor-
pora. In our experiments given the significant differences we
observe across each dialect, we consider various dialects of En-
glish as separate languages.

4.2. Teacher and Source Student Network Topology

In our experiments, CNN based acoustic models are con-
structed as student source networks with 40 dimensional log
Mel-frequency spectra augmented with Δ and ΔΔs as inputs.
The log Mel-frequency spectra are extracted by first applying
mel scale integrators on power spectral estimates in short anal-
ysis windows (25 ms) of the signal followed by the log trans-
form. Each frame of speech is also appended with a context
of 11 frames after applying a speaker independent global mean
and variance normalization. The CNN systems use two con-
volutional layers with 128 and 256 hidden nodes each in addi-
tion to four fully connected layers with 2048 per layer to esti-
mate posterior probabilities of 9300 output targets. All of the
128 nodes in the first feature extracting layer are attached with

Table 2: Comparisons between proposed modeling components.

Modeling components CC Set-1 CC Set-2

Conventional source model training 35.1 28.3
+ Knowledge distillation 34.0 27.9
+ Shuffling: Input lang. for teacher 33.2 26.2
+ Shuffling: Lang. dependent layers 32.9 25.5
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Table 3: Comparisons between source models for cross-lingual transfer (%WERs). Target language is AU English.

Source Models CC Set-1 CC Set-2 CC Set-3 CC Set-4 Reading-Noisy Reading-Clean

No initialization 29.7 22.5 15.7 26.7 24.2 20.9
US English model 29.4 22.2 14.4 25.2 22.3 19.3

Conventional multilingual model 29.2 22.4 14.6 25.4 22.2 19.5
Proposed multilingual model 28.2 22.1 14.1 24.8 21.0 19.2

9×9 filters that are two dimensionally convolved with the input
log Mel-filterbank representations. The second feature extract-
ing layer with 256 nodes has a similar set of 3×4 filters that
processes the non-linear activations after max pooling from the
preceding layer. The non-linear outputs from the second fea-
ture extracting layer are then passed onto the subsequent fully
connected layers. All the layers use the ReLU non-linearity. In
this topology, two CNN layers followed by two fully connected
layers are considered as shared layers in the source model, and
the remaining layers are language-dependent layers.

With the same training data set, LSTM models are trained
as language-dependent teacher networks. Each teacher network
consists of 6 bidirectional LSTM layers with 512 units per di-
rection and a linear bottleneck layer with 256 units. The teacher
models are sequence trained after being constructed with a cross
entropy criterion. Each teacher model is trained on its corre-
sponding language data set as shown in Table 1. After these
multiple teacher models are constructed, the source student
model is trained on the soft labels generated from correspond-
ing teacher models. For the shuffling method in Fig.2-A, cross-
lingual soft labels equal to an amount of 5% in each L1 language
is derived from L2 languages.

4.3. Experimental Results

In our first set of experiments, we evaluate the effectiveness of
various component of our proposed method in a low resource
multilingual training setting. In this experiment, only a subset
of each language in the training data (roughly one-tenth) is used
to train the multilingual source model. This training data set is
still however unbalanced in terms of the amount of data avail-
able for each language. We report results on a wide variety of
call center (CC) test sets in Australian English, a low resource
language in our data set. Table 2 shows the results we obtain
on this setup. In this experiment, we train the target model on
only close to 30 hours of Australian English as well. As shown
in Table 2, significant improvements are obtained using the var-
ious proposed methods: training the source model via knowl-
edge distillation, shuffling input languages across teachers and
reordering of language specific layers of the source network.
Gains from each method are observed to be additive and result
in a combined relative improvement of up to 10% reduction in
WER with all the different proposed shuffling mechanisms in
place. Similar trends are observed on other language test sets as
well (not reported in this paper).

In our next set of experiments, we evaluate our proposed
method on a high resource multilingual source model trained
on the full set of multilingual resources listed in Table 1. Ex-
perimental results on various experiments in this setting are re-
ported in Tables 3 and 4. During training, when a target model
is constructed for a specific language, the corresponding lan-
guage data is not included in its source model training. This
ensures that the gains we observe from the improved source
model training are only from the L2 languages present in the
multilingual data set corresponding to that task. In experiments
reported in Table 3, all 275 hours of English AU data were
used to train the target AU model. It is interesting to observe

Table 4: Comparisons between training data size used for
source model creation (%WERs). Target language is German.

Source Models D=50h D=200h D=1150h

No initialization 22.9 21.6 20.6
Conv. multilingual model 21.9 21.0 20.5
Proposed multilingual model 21.0 20.5 20.2

that even in this high resource setting, significant gains are ob-
served. Similar results are observed for other target languages.
In experiments on Table 4, we vary the amount of another tar-
get language, German, from 50 to 1150 hours. The results in
the table are averaged WERs calculated over a call center test
suite. The proposed methods perform similarly in this case as
well. It is interesting to observe that a model trained on just 50
hours of data performs quite as well as a model trained on sig-
nificantly larger amounts of data (1150 hours of data). By being
able to create accurate models using limited amounts of data,
these results point to savings in terms of data collection costs,
an equally important benefit of cross-lingual transfer.

In both tables, the ‘no initialization’ experiment uses a tar-
get CNN model trained from random initialization and does not
use any source model initialization. In the ‘US English model’
experiment, a source model is constructed using only US En-
glish, the language with the most amount of data in our multilin-
gual data set. As another baseline, a ‘conventional multilingual
model’ is also trained on the multilingual data using the method
without using knowledge distillation. Both these baselines are
compared with the ‘proposed multilingual model’ developed us-
ing techniques introduced in this paper. In Table 3, the US En-
glish model is regarded as a very accurate monolingual source
model. In comparison, the ‘conventional multilingual model’
is trained in much larger amounts of multilingual data. Both
these methods perform better than the ‘no initialization’ base-
line. However, due to the significant data imbalance between
languages in the multilingual data set, we hypothesize that the
‘conventional multilingual model’ model cannot effectively be
trained to leverage the benefits of the large multilingual corpus.
This model is hence not able to perform better than the mono-
lingual ‘US English model’ baseline. In contrast, our proposed
method maximizes the benefits of using the multilingual data
set even when there is an imbalanced among the various lan-
guages and demonstrates up to 8.3% relative WER reduction in
the high resource setting for the source model creation.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a novel training strategy based
on knowledge distillation to construct better source ASR mod-
els for cross-lingual transfer. The knowledge distillation based
training improves the model’s universal phone classification
performance and an associated shuffling mechanism alleviates
any language specific dependencies present in the data. Experi-
ments on unbalanced multilingual resources show that our pro-
posed technique can effectively leverage information from mul-
tilingual resources. The technique provides a significant relative
improvement of up to 8.3% over the baseline system in various
multilingual settings.
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